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Among the many areas of philosophy in which Peter French has made important
contributions is the study of death and immortality. As is often the case, French
has offered his insights in a bold and original way: through a fascinating book
on western films (French 1997). We shall begin by laying out features of French’s
interpretation of westerns, as they relate to the central themes of death, immortality,
and the meaningfulness of life. On French’s interpretation, a key recurrent theme
in westerns presents a clash of two “world views”—the eastern (roughly, Christian)
and western (secular and death-embracing). In thinking critically about these world
views, it is natural to wonder about a third world view—one that offers a kind
of secular immortality. In this chapter we shall focus on this third possibility. In
particular, we shall defend it as viable and potentially attractive against certain
objections by Bernard Williams and Shelly Kagan.

French’s Two World Views in Westerns

In Cowboy Metaphysics: Ethics and Death in Westerns, French highlights the
importance of death in western films. He approvingly quotes Jane Tompkins, “Death
is everywhere in this genre” (French 1997, 11; Tompkins 1992, 24). He writes,
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“Riding West is not only to ride into the unsettled frontier of mountains and valleys
and deserts, especially deserts, it is to die” (French 1997, 2). French continues:

Arguably, the dominant theme of the major Westerns is the conflict between what some
philosophers might call ‘world views’; the ‘world view’ of the westerner and that of the
easterner, the cowboy/gunslinger and the settler/entrepreneur/townsperson/Christian. Death
is the predominant element of the westerner’s world view, death of a certain kind, that
is, death understood in a certain way. And from that conception of death and the West—
land of death, the ethics of the westerner both emerges and is given sense. The easterner’s
radically different conception of death structures the world view away from which the
westerner is ridin’ West, but as the plots require, the easterner is forever catching up.
(French 1997, 3)

And he elaborates:

The conceptions of death held by both ‘camps’ link up with other notions and are the
grounds for volitional and affective dispositions that quite naturally conflict, creating the
dramatic tensions of the plots that are much more than morality plays of good and evil,
white hats and black hats. (French 1997, 11)

The dramatic tension tracks a deep philosophical tension. These distinct world views
support very different stances toward death and, consequently, the meaning and
value of life.

A crucial part of the westerner’s attitude toward death, according to French, is
the view that death helps to give life its meaning in a certain way. This view’s
association with various philosophers, including, among others, Heidegger and the
contemporary analytic philosopher Bernard Williams, is familiar. French argues that
it finds expression in western films as well:

Montaigne’s point, and one with which the westerner would concur, is that the temporality
of life constitutes its most important feature. Montaigne quips, ‘You do not die because you
are sick, you die because you are alive’ (Montaigne 1958: 376–7). One of the reasons the
westerner says so little and detests the talkative easterner is that talk is life-wasting. Time
is of the essence and not to be talked away. The Christians (the easterners in the films) act
as though the temporality of life were of no special consequence; in fact, they deny that
characteristic in favor of staking a claim on eternal life. In doing so, they devalue life and
living, and that is to diminish their own value as persons. (French 1997, 69)

For French, the westerns contend that the way one faces death is crucial to defining
one’s character (and thus the value of one’s life):

Always facing death as an annihilation of yourself and still making something out of your
life, whatever its span, is the moral imperative of the westerner. Death ends your life, and
your life project, whenever it is ‘your turn.’ That is it. You will never get another chance
and never get to continue after death. (French 1997, 70)

Some key elements of the western view about death are that it is the final
“annihilation” of the self, and that it is necessary for shaping our lives and giving
them their most important dimension of value.1 One way of resisting this view

1Philip Kitcher and Richard Schacht argue that Wagner’s Ring also contends that death is essential
for meaningfulness in life (Kitcher and Schacht 2004). As in French’s interpretation of westerns,
they argue that Wagner holds that “living means dying” (Kitcher and Schacht 2004, 162) and that
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would be to deny that death is the annihilation of the self; this accepts the easterner’s
Christianity (or another religious idea of the afterlife). But there is another way
of resisting the westerner’s world view: contend that robust meaningfulness could
(at least in principle) be part of an immortal secular existence. This third world
view expands the list of sources for value and meaning in our lives—confrontation
with death is not the only way in which our characters can be formed and our lives
attain value and meaning. This sets it apart from the westerners’ world view. And,
in contradistinction to the easterners’ world view, it maintains a secular foundation
for value and meaning.

Even if one thinks that confrontation with danger and overcoming serious
obstacles are required for defining oneself in the way that decisively matters, it need
not follow that death is required here. After all, there are many other dangers and
obstacles—loneliness, poverty, physical and psychological pain, isolation, and so
forth. Why wouldn’t confrontation with these dangers and overcoming the related
obstacles allow one to define one’s character and show who one truly is, as it were?
These are legitimate questions for the westerners’ world view. Even if we reject
the Christian conception of immortality, why would it follow that we must embrace
death as inevitable and necessary for the meaningfulness of our lives? These kinds
of questions should lead us to take seriously the possibility of a third world view,
according to which significant life-extension or even “immortality,” in a secular
sense, could be choiceworthy and desirable for human beings. The dichotomy
presented in the westerns—on French’s interpretation—is too restrictive; it is not
exhaustive insofar as it does not take seriously the possibility of secular immortality.
It presumes, too abruptly (in our view), that the only alternative to the easterner’s
acceptance of “civilization” and religion is the embrace of the inevitability of death
and annihilation.

Williams’ Critique of the Third World View

The third world view is certainly a conceptual possibility. But various philosophers
have been skeptical about the appeal for human beings like us of significant life-
extension or even immortality (conceived of in a secular way). And their skepticism
has its roots in the claim that is crucial also to the westerners’ world view, namely,
that death gives life meaning. Thus, their skepticism may constitute a significant
obstacle to taking this third world view seriously.

one’s confrontation with death helps to give meaningfulness to life. But whereas the inevitability
of death issues in an emphasis on values such as courage in westerns, Wagner’s Ring emphasizes
(through Brunnhilde) the transforming value of love.
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We shall begin by discussing a famous skeptical argument by Bernard Williams
(1973; reprinted in Fischer 1993).2 In his classic paper, “The Makropulos Case:
Reflections on the Tedium of Immortality,” Williams discussed EM (aka Elina
Makropulos, among other names), a character in a play by Karel Capek and an
opera by Janos Janacek, who had access to an elixir which would give her 300 years
of additional life. The play takes place as she is considering taking the elixir for
a second time (she is 337 years old at the time of the play). Although she ages
chronologically, she does not deteriorate biologically (due to the effects of the
elixir). In the end, she decides not to take the elixir, and helps to destroy it. Williams
contends that she does not choose to live longer because she is profoundly bored
with her life—a boredom that Williams views as an inevitable consequence of
radical life-extension (or immortality). We shall call this claim “Williams’ necessary
boredom thesis.” The idea is that no matter how felicitous the individual’s health and
surrounding circumstances, a human’s life would inevitably become so boring that
it would not be choiceworthy.

This is a slightly different, and significantly stronger, thesis than the one French
attributes to Williams. French imputes this view to Williams:

Life does not gain value in its extension. [French here refers to Williams 1973/1993.] The
value of a life is in what the person has done with his or her time, no matter how long, no
matter how short. (French 1997, 69)

This may well be a view to which Williams subscribes, but the view for which he
argues is stronger. He argues that life loses value in its extension, and, indeed, life
necessarily loses all value when it is extended long enough.

How does Williams argue for this thesis? We shall focus here on a famous but, in
our opinion, difficult passage in which Williams diagnoses EM’s plight as follows:

Her problem lay in having been at it for too long. Her trouble was, it seems, boredom:
a boredom connected with the fact that everything that could happen and make sense to
one particular human being of 42 [sic—Williams incorrectly uses this age, rather than 37]
had already happened to her. Or, rather, all the sorts of things that could make sense to
one woman of a certain character; for EM has a certain character, and, indeed, except for
her accumulating memories of earlier times, and no doubt some changes of style to suit
the passing centuries, seems always to have been much the same sort of person. (Williams
1973/1993, 82)

This passage, together with other parts of Williams’ article, suggests that he is
presenting a dilemma (or, perhaps more carefully, a dilemma whose second horn
is also a dilemma). On the one hand, an individual’s character could remain the
same, as, putatively, EM’s does. In this case, at a certain point everything that
could happen and make sense to the individual would have happened. Thus, further
events involving her would not have any meaningful impact on her, and she would
become deeply alienated and bored. On the other hand, an individual’s character

2Williams’ classic essay has elicited a large literature. There are sympathetic discussions in Kagan
(2012) and Scheffler (2013). For a thoughtful critical discussion, see Rosati (2013). Also, for
critical discussions, see Fischer (1994, 2013), and Fischer and Mitchell-Yellin (2014).
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could change, in which case either she would not be the same person any more,
or, if she were the same person, there would be no reason for her to care about her
future self. This would, then, either not be immortality—the indefinitely extended
existence of a single person—or not an immortality it would make sense to care
about. Let us consider the horns of this dilemma in turn.

The First Horn of the Dilemma

We are to imagine that the individual’s character remains the same; allegedly, given
this assumption, she would inevitably become disengaged from life and bored. An
initial worry about this line of reasoning comes from an ambiguity in the notion of
a fixed character.

Character traits do not come with antecedently determinate criteria of individu-
ation, and we might individuate them more narrowly or more broadly.3 Consider,
for instance, someone characterized by her love of “extreme sports,” such as hang-
gliding. We could consider her a lover of this particular sport, and individuate
this character trait quite narrowly; on this approach, her character trait would give
rise to specific projects involving hang-gliding. Perhaps we would attribute to her
related, narrowly specified character traits, such as loving rock-climbing. Again,
this would give rise to specific projects involving rock-climbing. Arguably, over
time these projects could become boring to this individual and fail to engage
her meaningfully. When character traits are specified narrowly, the thesis that
any individual would inevitably become bored has some plausibility. Despite
their considerable attractions to aficionados, hang-gliding and rock-climbing might
eventually become boring. It is “thinkable” that they could lose their attraction.4

But why should we individuate character traits relatively narrowly in the context
of evaluating Williams’ claim that everything that could happen to an individual with
a given character would have happened to EM? Why not understand the individual
in question as someone who loves adventure? Engaging in extreme sports, such as
hang-gliding and rock-climbing, is one way to seek adventure. But there are other

3The response to Williams that we go on to suggest in the text is distinct from, but compatible
with other responses that have been offered and which also focus on contestable assumptions that
seem to underlie his argument. See, for example, Bostrom and Roache (2008), where they point
out the role of expected life span in shaping the projects one finds it reasonable to adopt. The fact
that we can expect to live roughly 80 years makes it unrealistic to pursue the project of writing
a different great novel in every major language. But if we could expect to live radically longer
(perhaps indefinitely long) lives, this project may be realistic. And it is far from clear that it would
be exhausted or lose its interest if one were to live for centuries. Thus, it is far from clear that
radical life-extension (or immortality) entails boredom.
4“Nothing less will do for eternity than something that makes boredom unthinkable. What could
that be? Something that could be guaranteed to be at every moment utterly absorbing? But if a man
has and retains a character, there is no reason to suppose that there is anything that could be that”
(Williams 1973/1993, 87).
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forms of adventure waiting in the wings, as it were, when hang-gliding loses its
appeal. Given this broader individuation of the relevant character trait, it is much less
clear that eventually the individual would have experienced everything that could
make sense to a person with that character trait (and thus that she would become
bored). After all, there are seemingly endless opportunities for adventure of various
sorts—sports, travel, relationships, research, and writing, just for starters!

Consider, similarly, an individual in love with another person. We can individuate
the relevant character trait narrowly, understanding it to be loving that particular
person. Thus, constancy of character would require that this individual continue
loving that same person. And perhaps it is true (although this is, in our view,
unclear and difficult) that, given a sufficient length of time, everything that could
happen and make sense to this individual within the context of a loving relationship
would eventually have happened, and thus boredom would ensue. We can grant this
pessimistic conclusion for the sake of argument. (It is not that the conclusion has
nothing going for it. One might worry about the prospects for marriage to a single
person for eternity, given the frequent need to “spice things up,” even in our finite
marriages. But, then again, there are happily married octogenarians. It is not obvious
that one will cease to be engaged in a loving relationship to a particular individual
given a long period of time).

Our main point here is that it is not evident why we would need to individuate the
relevant character trait so narrowly, in the context of considering Williams’ claim.
Why not individuate the character trait more broadly, so that we could understand
the individual as “open to love,” or “adept at love,” or “adventurous in love?”
Given the broader interpretation, constancy of character would require a certain
orientation towards loving relationships, but not the continuation of any particular
such relationship. Now it is completely unclear, or so we contend, that at some point
in an extended life everything that could happen and make sense to an individual
with such a character trait would indeed have happened to her, thus issuing in
boredom. Why suppose that an individual who is open to, and skillful in, having
loving relationships, would necessarily run out of experiences that could make sense
to her? After all, one would not be limited to a relationship with one person for
one’s entire life; this would open possibilities for various loving relationships over
the course of an extended life.

Love is magical and transforming. In our finite lives, we know people who have
had various deeply rewarding loving relationships. Why think that this could not
take place in a significantly extended (or even an immortal) life? That a particular
relationship could not be sustained forever has some plausibility, even if it is
contentious. But it is considerably more controversial that an individual could not
have a series of deeply rewarding and meaningful loving relationships (or collegial
relationships or friendships : : : ). Yet Williams’ contention that boredom follows
from constancy of character would appear to deny this possibility.

Consider another perplexing passage from Williams, elaborating his worries
about the fixed-character horn of the dilemma:

There are difficult questions, if one presses the issue, about this constancy of character.
How is the accumulation of memories related to this character that she eternally has, and
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to the character of her existence? Are they much the same kind of events repeated? Then
it is itself strange that she allows them to be repeated, accepting the same repetitions, the
same limitations—indeed, accepting is what it later becomes, when earlier it would not, or
even could not, have been that. The repeated patterns of personal relations, for instance,
must take on a character of being inescapable. Or is the pattern of her experiences not
repetitious in this way, but varied? Then the problem shifts, to the relation between these
varied experiences, and the fixed character: how can it remain fixed, through an endless
series of very various experiences? The experiences must surely happen to her without
really affecting her; she must be, as EM is, detached and withdrawn. (Williams 1973/
1993, 82)

As before, Williams is here presenting the proponent of life extension (or immor-
tality) with a dilemma: either the events the individual with a fixed character
remembers are repetitive, or else they are varied and, assuming they do not effect a
change in character, she becomes withdrawn—either way, boredom ensues.

We wonder, as above, how finely Williams is individuating kinds of events, when
he refers to “much the same kind of events.” The thesis of inevitable disengagement
and boredom is rather plausible on a narrower individuation. If staving off boredom
requires active engagement in a fixed set of projects, narrowly construed, and one
remembers (a significant proportion of) one’s past projects, then it might all come to
seem repetitive. Date night with the same chap every Thursday for centuries would
seem altogether too much of a (good) thing. Alternatively, after a sufficient number
of variations on a common theme, it may all come to seem rather inconsequential.
Different fella, different restaurant, no matter.

But if we take a broader approach to individuation of kinds of events, it is unclear
why the individual’s character (interpreted broadly) cannot remain fixed, while she
is still actively engaged with the events in question (even if there is repetition in the
patterns of experiences). Suppose that the events (and associated experiences) are
conceptualized as courting, falling in love, committing to the relationship, building
a relationship, facing challenges, learning from those challenges, and so forth.
When the events are individuated broadly in this fashion, it does not seem obvious
that an individual’s character cannot remain fixed while still finding the activities
and associated experiences compelling. On the one hand, it is not implausible
that one could fall in love with the same person all over again, and again, and
again. And it is not obvious that (even if one remembers times past) each time
one falls in love with this person anew cannot be an exhilarating experience.
On the other hand, falling in love with different people at different times need
not, it seems, lose its appeal. There is an indefinite number of ways to fall in
love, so variety would not appear to pose a threat to continued interest in this
experience. Why couldn’t a character trait, such as “openness to love,” remain in
place while one has various deeply meaningful and compelling loving relationships
over the course of an extended (or even immortal) life? Why would the situation
be any different from a finite life? Some people do indeed have (and remember) a
series of profound and rewarding loving relationships, which, though they may be
varied in their nature, never lose their appeal. The hopeless romantic’s problem
is not that she is simply going through the motions again and again; quite the
contrary.
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Williams contends that everything that can happen and make sense to EM, an
individual with a certain character, will eventually have happened, and thus she
will inevitably become disengaged from life and bored. We have suggested that
this claim gains plausibility from implicitly individuating the relevant character
traits (and events) narrowly. But there is no need to do so in evaluating Williams’
claim, and once we relax the individuation of the character traits (and events), his
contention becomes much more difficult to establish. We do not see any strong
reason to accept Williams’ conclusion that if one’s character remains fixed, one
will inevitably become bored in a significantly longer (or even an immortal) life.

The Second Horn of the Dilemma

Here we suppose that the individual’s character changes—perhaps significantly—
over the course of a radically extended (or perhaps immortal) life. Hence, the
projects associated with the new character will be different—perhaps even radically
different—from the individual’s antecedent projects. If the changes are sufficiently
great, one might wonder whether we have the same person. And even if it is the
same person, one might wonder why the individual who exists now should care
about herself in the distant future, given that her future projects will be significantly
different from her current ones.

We wish to begin by pointing out that in our finite lives we countenance changes
in our characters and projects compatibly with our identities remaining the same.
We know that, if we are lucky enough to live into our 90s, our preferences regarding
travel and living arrangements will no doubt be very different. And yet we think
of ourselves as possibly, at least, continuing into our 90s as the same individuals
we now are. It makes sense to say that I might one day be 90, and that I might,
at that time, no longer care to go on vacation. Further, people sometimes undergo
radical and unpredictable changes in their characters and projects—sudden religious
or political transformations.5 And yet they do not take themselves to, literally,
become different people.6 The student who discards the values inculcated in him

5As French’s work reminds us, sometimes these transformations can be, at once, physical, mental
and due to events outside one’s control. They may also extend to other worlds. See his 2011
discussion of a white, male Marine who is wounded by a roadside bomb, suffering loss of
movement in three limbs, a disfigured face, depression and PTSD. This man, whom French
calls “Bob,” comes to care deeply about an African-American, female avatar he creates in the
virtual world of Second Life. French is concerned with the question whether Bob can live a
meaningful, albeit “illusionary,” life by means of his avatar in this virtual world. French’s concerns
intersect with ours in the text, though the context of a virtual environment brings with it special
complications. Bob’s case requires a more thorough treatment than we can provide here.
6The focus on the first person case may be significant here. Strohminger and Nichols (2014) have
documented the centrality of moral character traits to people’s judgments about personal identity
over time. If your college roommate undergoes a radical change in values, you are more likely
to judge that he is no longer the same person than if he were to lose all of his memories of your
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by his parents regards himself as the same person after he went off to college
as before. Why apply one standard to our finite lives and another to extended
(or immortal) lives? Why suppose that transformation of character—even sudden,
radical transformation—is compatible with continued personal identity in our more
limited, finite lives, but not in significantly extended (or even immortal) lives?

These reflections support the contention that personal identity (metaphysical
identity of the particular person from the first-person perspective) can indeed be
preserved through significant (gradual or sudden) changes of character and projects
in an extended (or immortal) life. But why exactly should one care about one’s
future self, where that self has significantly different character traits and values?
Williams offers a constraint on admissible changes of character that might be
thought useful here:

: : : the state in which I survive should be one that, to me looking forward, will be adequately
related, in the life it presents, to those aims I now have in wanting to survive at all. That
is a vague formula, and necessarily so, for what exactly that relation will be must depend
to some extent on what kind of aims and (as one might say) prospects for myself I now
have. What we can say is that since I am propelled forward into longer life by categorical
desires, what is promised must hold out some hopes for those desires. The limiting case of
this might be that the promised life held out some hope just to that desire mentioned before,
that future desires of mine will be born and satisfied; but if that were the only categorical
desire that carries me forward into it, at least this seems demanded, that any image I have
of those future desires should make it comprehensible to me how in terms of my character
they could be my desires. (Williams 1973/1993, 83–4)

The constraint suggested by this passage is roughly this: given an individual’s
current character (his current categorical desires), it must be comprehensible to him,
from his present perspective, how he could have some future character (some future
categorical desires).

But this really does not seem to be much of a constraint at all. Our powers of
comprehension are aided by our powers of imagination, which open up a wide
landscape of comprehensible future possibilities indeed. All it takes for me to see
myself, as I am now, as suitably related to some individual in the future, such that
I should care about him in the way I care about myself, is that I can imagine
getting from who I am here and now to who he is there and then. This supposed
constraint on destinations for the self amounts to a mere request for a possible route

time on campus together. However, they note that the first personal impact of memory loss may
explain why the psychological criterion of memory has been so central to philosophical discussion
of personal identity. You feel less like yourself if you lose you memories than if you lose your
values. Your friend, by contrast, seems less like himself if he loses his values than if he loses his
memories. They note the need for future work on the apparent asymmetry between judgments of
identity from the first and third person perspectives. We would like to note the relevance of this
asymmetry to our argument in the text. Even if third personal judgments about personal identity
over time track persistence of moral character traits, suggesting that certain radical transformations
would be incompatible with persistent identity, this need not be taken to entail that these radical
transformations are incompatible with first personal judgments that one is the same person. The
issue that concerns Williams, and us, is whether one could see oneself as the same person given
changes in character.
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connecting “self-stage” A to “self-stage” B. One could presumably comprehend
how just about any character change could occur gradually over time (and perhaps
even suddenly).

Consider a case of radical political transformation. Even a progressive Democrat
can presumably comprehend how, through gradual changes (or even an epiphany),
he could become a conservative Republican. It would of course be an unattractive
prospect to him, as he currently is, but he can comprehend how it might come
about. He can imagine, for instance, becoming enamored with his personal wealth
and wanting to shield it from the taxman, ceasing to care about the human toll
of closed borders and wealth inequality, and so on. He can imagine a route from
here to there. (He might even comprehend a sudden transformation caused by an
epiphany). None of this requires him thinking that the transformation is at all likely;
he can comprehend it even if the occurrence of the relevant events strikes him as
highly unlikely. The point is that Williams’ constraint seems only to require that
our Democrat be capable of imagining a possible route from his current political
convictions to radically different ones.

But what are we to make of Williams’ remarks about the role of one’s current
self-prospects and categorical desires? He seems to think that the content of one’s
current character will restrict the future possibilities one can identify with. Perhaps
he would reject our example of political conversion on the grounds that the character
of a conservative Republican does not “hold out some hopes” for any of those
desires associated with one’s current character as a progressive Democrat.

We have a two-step response to this challenge. First, we would like to note that
our earlier point about narrower and broader individuation of character traits is
relevant here as well. If we individuate the character traits of a progressive Democrat
narrowly, say, in terms of a desire to expand the role of the state in achieving
social justice and a desire to expand access to political participation, these may
seem antithetical to the political convictions of a conservative Republican. But if
we individuate the character traits of a progressive Democrat more broadly, say, in
terms of a desire for government to play a proper role in shaping society and a desire
for just access to political participation, then it is not clear that the convictions of a
conservative Republican lack hope for these desires. Rather, and this is the second
step in our reply, it may be that the conservative Republican is animated by these
same desires in conjunction with a different interpretation of how best to satisfy
them. Understood in this way, the example is one of a change in one’s understanding
of how to pursue a stable set of projects, as opposed to a change of focus from one
set of projects to another. And it does not seem all that difficult to imagine how one
might arrive at a radically different understanding of the proper role of government
or the requirements for political inclusion. People do, as a matter of fact, change
their minds over time about these matters. This need not entail that they have become
alienated from or incomprehensible to their earlier selves. One explanation why not
is that they take themselves, all along, to be animated by the same concerns. It is
just that they have come to a different understanding of how to pursue the aims they
hold dear.
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So we don’t think that Williams has offered a substantive, helpful constraint on
admissible changes of character—that is, changes of character that are compatible
with the individual’s caring about his future self in the distinctive way in which
we typically care about ourselves. He admits that it is vague; but upon reflection it
seems mostly without teeth. It provides this much of a constraint: in order to care
about your future self, you must be able to see how you got there from here. Not just
any route to that future character will do, but only one that begins from who one is
at present. Moreover, if we take seriously Williams’ comments about the prospects
of one’s current categorical desires, we may have to individuate our character traits
more broadly than narrowly. But this is not an unreasonable requirement. And it is
entirely compatible with radical transformations (be they gradual or sudden).

Perhaps there is a useful lesson here: it is doubtful that we should seek any
substantive and severe constraint on which future selves we can care about in a
radically extended (or infinite) life, because we would and should care (in the
relevant way) about our future selves, even when we have changed our character
substantially. As we have noted, in our finite lives, we do care about our future
selves, even under the assumption of different characters and projects. And it seems
that (in suitable contexts) we should. Why think that there is an asymmetry in this
respect between our finite lives and significantly extended (or immortal) lives?

Shelly Kagan has argued for a similar position to that of Williams, with respect
to the second horn of the dilemma (Kagan 2012, 165–7). It will be helpful to quote
his “Methusehah Case” at some length:

Here I am, almost sixty. I’ve got a set of beliefs. For example, I believe my name is ‘Shelly
Kagan’ and I teach philosophy. I have a set of memories about growing up in Chicago, and
marrying my wife, and so forth. And I have various desires—for example, I want to finish
writing this book. But of course, I will get older, and my personality will change. I’ll get
some new beliefs, new memories; I’ll have new desires and new goals. Imagine, then, that
I get older and older and older. Suppose that I get very old indeed—very, very, very old. I
get to be 100 years old, 200 years old, 300 years old, and more.

Suppose that somewhere around 200, my friends give me a new nickname. They call
me Jo-Jo. Who knows why, the call me Jo-Jo. And eventually the nickname spreads. By
the time I’m 250 years old, everybody calls me Jo-Jo. Nobody calls me Shelly anymore.
Indeed, by the time I’m 300, 350, 400, I’ve forgotten that anybody ever called me Shelly.
I no longer remember growing up in Chicago. Of course, I do remember some things from
my ‘youth,’ when I was a mere lad of 150. But I can’t go back to what it was like in the
early days, from my twenties or thirties or forties, just like you can’t go back to what it was
like to be three or four. And imagine that while all of this is going on, while I’m getting
older and older, my personality is changing in a variety of other ways as well. Along the
way I lose my interest in philosophy and take up an interest in something I’ve never cared
about before at all, perhaps organic chemistry. I become fascinated by the details of organic
chemistry.

And my values change, too. Right now, today, I’m a kind, compassionate, warm
individual who cares about the downtrodden. But around 300, I start to lose my compassion.
At 400 I’m saying things like, ‘The downtrodden, Who needs them?’ And by the time I’m
500, I’m completely self-absorbed: I’m a vicious, cruel, vile person. Here I am, 800 years
old, 900 years old, more.

Methuselah, in the Bible, lives for 969 years. He’s the oldest person in the Bible. So
here I am, at the end of my life, 969 years old. (Kagan 2012, 165–6)
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Kagan is willing simply to stipulate that he—the particular individual who he is—
continues to exist throughout the 969 years. But he doesn’t think he would care
about his future self under these circumstances:

But when I think about the Methuselah case I say, ‘So what? Who cares?’ : : : That person is
completely unlike me, as I am now. He doesn’t remember being Shelly Kagan. He doesn’t
remember growing up in Chicago. He doesn’t remember my family. He has completely
different interests and tastes and values. I find myself wanting to say, ‘It’s me, but so what?’
(Kagan 2012, 167)

Kagan’s Methuselah case raises a particular difficulty for our argument against
Williams. It is not clear that we can use our analogy between features of our finite
lives and extended (or infinite) lives to conclude that Kagan is incorrect in supposing
that he wouldn’t care (in the distinctive way in which we care about ourselves)
about his future self at 969 years of age. This is because in our finite lives, although
we certainly lose memories and acquire new character traits, we do not typically
lose all of our memories and character traits. An individual in a finite life may
certainly forget details of earlier phases of his life or undergo changes in certain
aspects of his personality, but he typically would not forget his name and his family
or exhibit a completely different personality. And if the significant memory loss
and personality change is due to a disease, such as Alzheimer’s Disease, one might
legitimately wonder if we would have the same person in the future, even in a finite
life, and whether the individual in question would (or should) care about such a
future individual, even if it is stipulated to be identical to him.

But even though the analogy between our finite lives and extended (or infinite)
lives cannot be used straightforwardly to call into question Kagan’s conclusion, it
is nevertheless suggestive. We contend that thinking about the changes that occur in
our finite lives can at least point to a basis on which one might disagree with Kagan’s
conclusion about the Methuselah case. And this basis can further illuminate our
contention that Williams’ constraint fails to do the work it is supposed to. In short,
we will argue that what is required for the relevant relation to one’s future self is
that one can make sense of the changes as connected to one’s own agency. This
marks a difference between Kagan’s Methuselah case and the Alzheimer’s case.
And it preserves the common sense lesson we took to be suggested by reflection on
Williams’ proposed constraint.

We can start by noting some features of our present condition. In our limited and
finite lives, we often lose memories over time—even memories of significant events
and people.7 Our memories of our youths are often quite sketchy. Similarly, we
often change our characters and values; typically, these changes occur gradually. We
have no discomfort countenancing such changes in memory, character, and values

7And for good reason. We could not function well if we retained a memory of everything we
experienced. For a fantastic treatment of the issue, see Borges (1962). For a clinical discussion of a
woman, Jill Price, referred to as AJ, who has near perfect autobiographical memory, see Parker et
al. (2006). Nietzsche’s remarks about our active forgetfulness in the first aphorism of the Second
Treatise of his Genealogy of Morality may also be relevant here; see Nietzsche (1998, 35–36).
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compatibly with caring deeply about our future selves. Why can’t this hold also in
the Methuselah case? That is, if we are willing to countenance significant memory
loss and character change in a finite life, why not even more significant memory loss
and character change in an infinite life? This amounts to a request for a principled
reason to distinguish between the two kinds of case.

There may indeed be good reason to treat the Methuselah case differently from
the ordinary case. After all, in our finite lives, although we forget many things and
change our values and dispositions, we do not forget everything or change all our
values and dispositions. It might be thought that it is a presupposition of continuing
to care about a future self that the future individual has at least some of the same
memories and values. But it is just not clear to us why this should be so. It does not
seem to us that we care about our future selves only on the presupposition that we
will retain at least some of the same memories and values; rather, it seems that what
we care about is that a certain sort of process take place, in which various selves
or “self-stages” are linked in the right way. We care that a chain of such self-stages
exists and, more specifically, that there are links of the right sort between these
different self-stages. We care that the past and future self-stages are connected. But
it is not clear that we require continuity between past and future self-stages.8

We seem to care about being related to future selves whose psychological states
and associated dispositions result from certain processes, quite apart from the
content of those future states and associated dispositions. Of course, it would be
difficult to give a complete explanation of the relevant processes here, but they
would seem to be crucially related to our self-understanding as rational agents. And
this points the way to a substantive and helpful account of which future selves one
might identify with and which would be unreasonable to care about.

Two features of our self-understanding seem especially relevant.9 First, we take
ourselves to do things for reasons. In particular, we conceive of ourselves as making
up our minds which projects to pursue and which desires to satisfy on the basis of
rational reflection. Changes in our character are attributable to us as agents when we
can recognize them as justified. This holds for our finite lives, and it would seem to
hold no less for radically extended (or immortal) lives as well. If one can recognize
a change in one’s values, even a wholesale change in values, as justified by reasons,
then one can recognize it as an exercise of one’s rational agency. It makes sense.
Understanding the change as something one did is a means of plotting a particular
kind of route from here to there. This holds both in the retrospective case and in the

8On the difference between continuity and connectedness, see Bratman (2007, esp. 29–30).
9Here we draw on the work of several philosophers. For discussion of narrative explanation and
its connection to human agency, see Velleman (2003, 2009). For discussion of narrativity and the
value of lives and acting freely, see Fischer (2009: chapters 9 and 10). For illuminating discussion
of the role of responsiveness to reasons and identification with a future self, see Korsgaard (2009:
chapter 9). For discussion of the role of responsiveness to reasons and our attitudes about the future,
with special attention to our attitudes about the future loss of things we currently value, see Shiffrin
(2013).
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prospective case.10 Just as one can understand why one did become a conservative
Republican in terms of one’s responding to various reasons, one can understand why
one might do so.

The second relevant feature of our self-understanding has to do with the
formation of a life-narrative. One way in which we make sense of who we are is in
terms of the way our stories unfold. So long as a change in one’s character fits into
the narrative of one’s life, it makes sense to identify with the changed individual.
This holds no less for changes that result from exercises of our own agency than for
changes that result from chance or circumstance. Perhaps one’s transformation from
Democrat to Republican had less to do with rational reflection than the influence
of one’s environment. Having never been that reflective about such things, one
simply came to adopt the political mores of one’s friends and neighbors. Having
moved from a liberal coast to the conservative heartland, one’s political convictions
gradually changed. This is understandable in terms of the story of one’s life, even if
one cannot cite any justification for changing one’s mind. And thus it can be made
sense of. There would seem to be no barrier to caring about the life of the person
one has become. After all, you fully understand how you got from who you were
before to who you are today.

Our claim is that reasons-responsiveness and narrativity play a crucial role
in securing agential identification over time. In addition to identifying with past
or future selves whose characters are identical with ours, we also identify with
those selves with whom we take ourselves to share a common narrative or whose
differences in character are ones we take to be due to our own rational agency. This
adds substance to the suggestion that we care about past and future selves whose
psychological states and associated dispositions result from certain processes. And
it suggests two noteworthy features of agential identification.

First, it suggests that identification comes in degrees. I may identify more or less
with certain selves than with others. For example, consider a future self who exhibits
differences in character that I can understand both as resulting from character
development that is reasons-responsive and as narratively connected to my present
self. It seems that I would identify more strongly with this future self than a second
one, whose differences with my present self are ones I can only understand in terms
of a narrative connection (they are, perhaps, understandable as the result of mere
luck or chance, but not on the basis of rational reflection).11

10And it holds whether or not the reasons in terms of which one understands the change are mere
confabulations. The explanation would fail if one came to realize that one was confabulating. But
so long as the confabulation remains hidden to one’s own understanding, it is compatible with the
cited (yet false) reasons providing grounds for caring about a future self.
11It may be that maximal identification is secured by a future self who does not exhibit any
differences in character with my present self. Perhaps we can read Williams’ argument in light
of this suggestion. I cannot maximally care about a future self unless he has an identical character
to me, as I am now. But it is not so clear that it is the right way to conceive of identification with
future selves. Circumstances change over time. Why not think that one’s character should change
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The second noteworthy feature is that only one of the two bonds—reasons-
responsiveness or narrativity—need be present in order to secure identification with
a past or future self. It is enough that I can understand a future self as a part of my
story or as a rational development of my current self in order for it to make sense
for me to care about him. Not only is it possible to identify with a past or future self
more because both of these bonds are present between oneself then and now, but it
is also possible to identify with a past or future self even when one of these bonds
is absent.

Because of these two features, our account of identification seems to us to get
the right result in a number of cases. On the one hand, it underwrites the contention
that Kagan’s Methuselah case can be treated in the same way as normal cases from
our finite lives. Notice that reasons-responsiveness and narrativity may be no less
present in Kagan’s Methuselah case than in ordinary cases, such as a case of change
in political convictions. Though we introduced two different versions of the change
in political convictions case above, one involving reasons-responsiveness and the
other involving narrative connections, there is no reason to think that both features
cannot be present in a single case. One could identify with a future Republican self
both because this change makes rational sense and because it makes narrative sense.
And these two grounds for identification may also be present in the Methuselah
case. Kagan may be able to make sense of how he became Jo-Jo in terms of
responsiveness to reasons and in terms of an unfolding life story. Thus, there seems
to be no barrier to Kagan robustly caring about the self-stage at age 969. Indeed,
even if one thinks there may be no rational connection between present Kagan and
future Jo-Jo, the intelligibility of the case suggests that, at the very least, Kagan
can tell a coherent story about how he came to be Jo-Jo. Our contention is that this
should be enough to secure some degree of identification with that future self. It
provides Kagan grounds for caring about him, at least to some degree.

On the other hand, our account of identification supports the claim that the
Methuselah case is importantly different than the Alzheimer’s case. We have
principled reasons to think that whatever identification there may be between a
present self and a future self with Alzheimer’s, it is attenuated in comparison to
the identification that may hold between Kagan’s present self and future Jo-Jo.
The first difference between the two cases is that rational reflection may ground
identification in the Methuselah case, but not in the Alzheimer’s case. It is possible
that the changes that result in Jo-Jo are due to exercises of an individual’s rational
agency, but the changes that result in an individual with Alzheimer’s Disease are
due solely to factors that bypass his rational agency. Thus, even if the Alzheimer’s
case can be made sense of in narrative terms, the changes in this person’s character
cannot be attributed to him as a rational agent. Yet this possibility is not ruled out,
in the Methuselah case, by the mere length of his life. Hence, the two are not on a
par with respect to the grounds for identification between present and future selves.

with them? That is, in light of the fact of changes in one’s circumstances, it can come to seem
strange (alien, even) to think that one’s character would remain static.
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Moreover, it is not even clear that the form of identification supported by
narrative connections is the same in these two cases. The question is whether the
individual himself can make sense of his life in narrative terms, not whether we can
make sense of his life in narrative terms from the third person perspective. Even if
we could connect the narrative dots in terms of chance events, this does not show
that he can. This is part of what makes Alzheimer’s Disease so pernicious—it results
in one losing a grip on the connections between the events of one’s experience. And
even if the present self can make narrative sense of his life, including his coming to
have Alzheimer’s, there is a sense in which the narrative grasp this individual can
have of his life is incomplete or attenuated in relation to the narrative grasp afforded
someone like Jo-Jo. The future self, with Alzheimer’s, cannot make narrative sense
of his life looking back.12 The disease is such that one becomes disconnected from
the path of one’s life. One cannot remember things from one’s past, and, eventually,
even the momentary connections between events in one’s life become disjointed
and unstructured in a way that precludes any narrative grasp of them. So, unlike
the 969-year-old Jo-Jo, the future individual with Alzheimer’s can no longer make
sense of his life in narrative terms. He cannot look back at past events and fashion
them into a coherent narrative. So, while a case can be made that there is some
narrative connection between the present individual and the future individual in
the Alzheimer’s case, there is no (or much less) narrative connection between the
future individual and the present individual, when looked at from the perspective of
the future self. Thus, whatever narrative connection is present in the Alzheimer’s
case is less robust than that which is present in the Methuselah case. This further
distinguishes them.

We have been arguing that our account of the processes that ground agential
identification over time, such that one would care about a past or future self,
support a distinction between Kagan’s Methuselah case, which involves radical life
extension, and a case of Alzheimer’s Disease. In the former, identification between
a present and future self may be grounded in both a connection through reasons-
responsiveness and a narrative connection that goes both ways—from present to
future and from future to past. In the latter, there may be a narrative connection
from present to future self, but there will be no comparable narrative connection
from future to past self and there is no apparent reason to think that the changes
in character are due to rational reflection. Thus, our account supports the claim
that there may be good grounds for Kagan to identify with 969-year-old Jo-Jo,
even though this future self would not remember his past self. And this claim does
not commit us to saying that the same must be said of one facing a future as an
Alzheimer’s patient.13 We think that these are the intuitively correct things to say.

12Bortolotti (2010) discusses the role that confabulation can play in allowing those with
Alzheimer’s to form a coherent life-story from the first person perspective. Even so, there is
room to doubt that a confabulated narrative provides self-understanding, or the same kind of self-
understanding as a narrative based on actual events.
13This is not to say that there are no grounds for identification with a future self with (advanced)
Alzheimer’s Disease. As we have pointed out, there may be an attenuated narrative connection.
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The upshot is that there does not seem to be an asymmetry between our finite lives
and possible significantly extended (or immortal) lives. Either context may afford
the connections that ground our caring about future selves.

Taking Stock

According to Peter French’s illuminating analysis, the world view of the westerners
posits that, not only is death inevitable, but it is necessary for a certain sort of
meaningfulness in our lives. We show our true characters in how we face our
inevitable deaths. Reflection on this view however might cause us to wonder whether
it really is the case that we need death in order to have deeply meaningful lives. It
is then worth taking seriously what we have called the “third world view,” a world
view “between” that of the westerners (which embraces the inevitability of death)
and the easterners (which embraces immortality in an afterlife). The third world
view posits the potential desirability of secular immortality.

We have considered Bernard Williams’ skepticism about the possible choice-
worthiness of secular immortality. Our discussion has been structured around
consideration of a dilemma he offers. The first horn has it that if an individual’s
character remains the same in a radically extended (or immortal) life, she would
necessarily become bored. The second horn claims that if one’s character changes
significantly, then one will either not be the same person any more or, even if one
is the same person, it will not be rational for the antecedent individual to care about
the resultant individual.

Williams defends the first horn by contending that at a certain point, everything
that could happen to an individual with a fixed character and make sense to her
would have happened. We have replied by pointing out that there is no reason
to individuate the relevant character traits (and events) narrowly here, and once a
more appropriate and relatively broad individuation of such traits (and events) is
employed, Williams’ claim becomes implausible. We have replied to both Williams’
and Shelly Kagan’s defenses of the second horn primarily by pushing on the analogy
between our situations in our limited, finite lives and the envisaged situation of
individuals in an extended (or immortal) life. Upon reflection, it can seem as though
the Immortality Curmudgeons are applying a double standard.

And we hasten to add that our account of identification in terms of reasons-responsiveness and
narrativity is not intended to be exhaustive. There may be other grounds for identification with
future selves. And these further grounds may be present in the Alzheimer’s case. Even so, our
point in the text stands. There are grounds for identification with a future self in the Methuselah
case that are absent in the Alzheimer’s case.
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